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Here is your go-to book when you want to make a fast but stylish quilt. All the projects in this book

can easily be made in a weekend, and some in a day. 10 projects have size options making a total

of 20 possible projects. Imagine your fabric choices in one of these beautiful patterns.
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I LOVE the quilts in this book. It is written by the same folks who publish the magazine Quilter's

World, which I also love. The fabric choices all lean on the modern size, a favorite of mine.

However, my biggest complaint with both of these is that they don't give you yardage for the back of

any of the quilts or the size batting needed. The Materials List always says "Backing to Size" and

"Batting to Size". Yes, really. Who wants to take time to figure that out? I could probably add up all

the yardage for the quilt top, but it would be too much for the backing. I hate having to take time to

figure out how much I need for backing. The back cover and the description on  state that size

options are included. I was looking for more detailed instructions for the different sizes, and the

fabric yardage needed to make the larger size options. Instead, the book says things like: Add 2

rows to the length to make a twin-size quilt. Also, the size options are lap/throw size and twin size.

No queen sizes. I suppose that the sizes are kept in these ranges in keeping with the title of the

book. Queen-size may take longer to piece, no longer making it a "Jiff Quilt". Besides quilts, there is

a bed runner and a table runner.



All of the projects in this book aredesigned to be able to be made quicklybut still look amazing.You

are given different size options soyou can make everything from a table runnerto a full size quilt.I

love the fact that each of the designs isbeautiful and good enough to give as a giftbut is so quick to

make.The use of colours make such an impact oneach quilt.Each of the designs are made for a

different use.You have designs perfect as a baby giftor ones that are brilliant for girls.My favorite

has to be the Solitude design.I love the use of the coloursand design to give a sophisticated looktat

reminds you of peacock feathers.A beautiful book with beautiful designs.What could be better than

makingquilts so quickly.I received this book to review.However all opinions expressed are my

own.No monies were exchanged.

there is a nice cross section of quilts which look doable for a fairly new quilter

Easy projects for the beginner quilter or for the experienced quilter looking for inspiration for a fast

project.

Some very pretty patterns. The instructions look easy enough for me a beginner quilter. I'm glad I

got it

I am a beginner quilter and this book is great .....very easy patterns.....understandable

instructions....finally a book I can truly work with and refer back to time and again

Book really did provide quilt patterns for beginners. Easy pattern blocks can be easily adjusted for

more intermediate challenges.
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